
Applications are invited in the following areas: globalization, social change; race and
ethnicity; identity and conflict, peace agreements and group rights; environment, food, rural
development, social movements; cultural theory and discourse analysis; networks, sociology
of information and communication technologies; sociology of organizations; employment in
its social context; popular music; reproductive health; development. 
Several postgraduate awards will be available to successful applicants on a competitive basis. 
For further information:
See Postgraduate Handbook at http://www.tcd.ie/sociology/postgrad/ or contact 
Dr Andrew Finlay, Director of Graduate Studies in Sociology
Tel 353 1 6082353, email: arfinlay@tcd.ie
Completed application forms (including two academic references, CV and a 1500 word
research proposal) should reach the Dean of Graduate Studies by 31 March 2006.

‘In my view this is the best course of its kind on offer in Europe’
(Prof Les Back, Goldsmith College London).  
Applications are invited for a 12-month postgraduate degree in Ethnic and Racial Studies.
The programme, the only one of its kind in Ireland, begins in October 2006. It consists of
two core courses, seven one-term courses, a dissertation, plus seminar and lecture series.
Applicants should have a good first degree in the social sciences or a social science
component in their first degree. In exceptional cases, applicants without a first degree may be
accepted if they can demonstrate that they possess the equivalent of a good first degree. The
programme attracts an ethnically diverse international student body and graduates play key
roles in research and policy organisations in Ireland and globally; many have continued to
PhD research. 
For information please contact:
Dr Ronit Lentin, Course Coordinator, Tel 353 1 6082766, email: rlentin@tcd.ie. 
Further details on www.tcd.ie/Sociology/mphil/mphil.htm
Completed application forms (including two academic references, CV,
and a brief statement of interest) should reach the Dean of Graduate
Studies by 30 April 2006.
Application forms for each of the above courses can be downloaded from
http://www.tcd.ie/Graduate_Studies/g-admisn.htm.
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